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As the countries of the world promote next generation
manufacturing, waves of massive changes are washing
the shores of Japan also.
Pioneers in these changes are Industrial ICT Solutions
Company and the Toshiba Group.
Succeeding the “Manufacturing DNA” continuously for 140
years since the foundation of Toshiba, Next Generation
Manufacturing Solutions are being proposed that fully
utilize state-of-the-art IoT technology and big-data analysis
technology based on the results of verification at worksites.
From Vision Development to Practical Implementation.
These feature articles introduce our activities for realizing
Toshiba’s Next Generation Manufacturing Solutions to
further evolve the power of the Japanese manufacturing
industry and the innovations proposed to its customers
from a variety of perspectives.
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Succeeding “Manufacturing DNA” of Toshiba and Renovating Manufacturing Industry by IoT

Value Chain of Next Generation
Manufacturing Solutions Linked by IoT
The environment surrounding Japan’s manufacturing industry is undergoing radical
changes.While grasping the movement of “Industrie 4.0” of Germany that aimed at
Mass Customization, and “Industrial Internet” by the United States that promotes
the manufacturing industry to transform itself to service business, the Japanese
manufacturing industry is required to embrace IoT utilization and big data
analysis.In April 2016, Toshiba released “Next Generation Manufacturing Solutions”
to further enhance the manufacturing power of Japan.Ceaselessly guarding the
“Manufacturing DNA” of Toshiba since its foundation 140 years ago, Toshiba will
continue to comprehensively provide solutions from the edge to the cloud so that
the manufacturing industry of Japan will be able to exhibit its global presence.

New Trend of Manufacturing Visible from
“4th Industrial Revolution”

Kimihiro
Nakamura
IoT Technology Executive
Industrial ICT Solutions Company
Toshiba Corporation

The latter trend is the “Industrial Internet” advocated by General
Electric Co., which is rapidly propagating in the United States.Its
concept is to collect and analyze data on the operating conditions and
the states of parts of industrial machines such as jet engines and gas
turbines via sensors to optimize flight routes and maximize power
generation efficiency.New business models will be developed through
the use of software including cost reductions through energy saving and
enhanced safety by predicting signs of failures.

The manufacturing industries of the world are facing times of great
change.Countries are aggressively investing in new technologies
centering on IoT* and big data analysis and are making nationwide
efforts to reform manufacturing.This powerful surge, described as “4th
Industrial Revolution”, will fundamentally change not only the
manufacturing industry but the entire
industrial structure.
There are two trends in the next
generation of manufacturing.The first
Figure 1 Concept of Next Generation Manufacturing
trend is the reform of the
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*IoT: Internet of Things
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As digitalization of the manufacturing industry evolves, manufacturing
industries in Japan shall conform to the global trend.The productivity,
performance, quality and customer value are enhanced and environmental
impact is reduced by fully utilizing IoT throughout the lifecycles of
products.Japan must maintain and renovate its manufacturing power by
utilizing its forte, “the power of worksites”.

Experience and Technology of Toshiba for
the Next Generation of “Manufacturing of
products” and “Usage of products”
As many countries aim to realize next generation manufacturing, Toshiba
has undertaken various pioneering projects utilizing raw data available at
worksites.
A typical example of this effort is quality improvement and productivity
enhancement activities undertaken at Yokkaichi Operations of Toshiba,
which produces NAND-type flash memories.
Sensors are installed in 4,000 units of about 200 types of manufacturing
equipment. Information is fed back to worksites at any time after
analyzing big data totaling 1.6 billion pieces per day collected from
equipment while monitoring operating and processing conditions of the
equipment in real time.
Correlation analysis based on several trillion combinations of history
such as processing and machining ways and inspection results, using
lot-linked output data from manufacturing equipment enables to
determine manufacturing patterns that cause manufacturing flaws. This
information is reflected in the processing conditions for downstream
processes in real time, to greatly improve manufacturing yields.
Additionally, a mechanism has been developed and installed to analyze
the operating states of the manufacturing equipment and dispatch
systems, to visualize the efficiency of entire production lines at a
glance.Based on this information, the lines are leveled and the dispatch

and the order of work starts are flexibly changed, thus enhancing the
productivity and rates of equipment utilization.
The knowledge gained at own factories is fully utilized in actively
providing solutions to issues at customer sites.
Toshiba has supplied a solution to analyze defective factors at the
manufacturing lines in Kusatsu factory of Omron Corp. Kusatsu factory
is reforming its manufacturing worksites through IoT. This solution has
contributed to improve its factory-quality to the next level (See page 7).
In the area of “Usage of products ”, there are wide and diverse activities.
One example is minimizing downtimes by predicting failures and
through preventive maintenance of building facilities, office equipment,
information devices, storage systems and other equipment using big data
obtained from products and equipment. Another example is the
sophistication of plant maintenance operation through voice recognition
of workers at worksites.

Development of Next Generation
Information Infrastructure, Integrating
Value Chain

Toshiba has accumulated new technologies and know-how gained in its
versatile experience in these projects. Toshiba believes that a framework
to realize horizontal and vertical information integration is necessary as
an information infrastructure to realize next generation manufacturing.
“Horizontal Integration” is a horizontal flow to visualize what is
happening, when, and where for each product by seamlessly connecting
pieces of information in a series of product lifecycles related to product
planning, design/ development, production, operation and
maintenance.On the other hand, “Vertical Integration” is a vertical
information connection from worksites to management level in real time,
to visualize operations, to correctly and accurately understand what is
happening now and take necessary action (Figure 2).
If the entire value chain can be optimized
by these two directions of information
Figure 2 Framework for Next Generation Manufacturing - Horizontal
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Pioneer in Next Generation
Manufacturing and Strong Integration
between IoT and Cloud
Under a new framework toward realizing next generation
manufacturing, in March 2015, Toshiba first upgraded the solution for
its Manufacturing Execution System (MES) (See page 9). In April
2016, Toshiba launched its “Next Generation Manufacturing Solutions”
for seamless support of IoT data collection, storage, analysis and
utilization at manufacturing worksites (See page 5).
The solutions to provide Meister DigitalTwin as a platform include
those that visualize worksite monitoring data in real time in fine detail,
that identify defect factors for quality nonconformance and that detect
failure signs.Manufacturing that precisely responds to worksite
situations, which change from time to time, will be possible by
appropriately visualizing and analyzing data generated at
“Manufacturing of products” worksites and by connecting them to
actions.
The solution to connecting various products and equipment at
worksites to a network is provided by cutting-edge technologies such as
“Chip to Cloud,” which links devices made intelligent by edge
computing for real-time processing near a worksite.Our comprehensive
IoT solution comprising from the edge to the cloud will create
innovative manufacturing environments in which all equipment is
linked and autonomously works in accordance with worksite situations.

Cutting Open the Next Generation of the
Manufacturing Industry by the Power of
Manufacturing Refined over the Last 140
Years
Worksite operations and the real world have to be changed to realize the
next generation manufacturing, aside from the mere use of IT. Many
more challenges have to be made.A consensus and rules beyond the
realm of enterprises and countries needs to be forged.
Toshiba possesses “manufacturing DNA” that has been handed down
from one generation to another continually for 140 years.Surmounting
many environmental changes surrounding the manufacturing industry
that have taken place during this period, Toshiba has continued to refine
its power to manufacture products and services from hardware to
software in wide-ranging fields such as social infrastructures, industrial
machines and equipment, electric home appliances, office equipment,
electronic components and semiconductor devices.
Fully exhibiting its power, Toshiba is committed to propelling advanced
projects hand in hand with its customers. Toshiba is also committed to
new technology development, and will be active in collaborating with
global enterprises.Together with the Toshiba Corporate Manufacturing
Engineering Center and other organizations that have continued to refine
production technology, Industrial ICT Solutions Company will support
the next generation manufacturing for customers with a focus on the ICT
solution business.

A Innovation to Production Worksites through Technology of “Connoisseurship”

Essential Requirements for Next Generation Manufacturing
as Conceived by Corporate Manufacturing Engineering Center
Toshiba Corporate Manufacturing Engineering Center, which supports high-level manufacturing at Toshiba has been engaged
in research and development of component and material technologies related to production, production engineering
technology, structural design and manufacturing technology, mechatronics technology and other fields.I will introduce in this
column how we recognize the problems facing next generation manufacturing and what we would serve to solve them.

Approach to Next Generation Manufacturing
Begins with Utilization of Worksite Data
Unlike previous generations when the infrastructure to handle manufacturing
data was fragile, at present, the types and volumes of data that can be
acquired at the manufacturing worksites are increasing.Tools to visualize and
analyze data have been released one after another. Whereas data was checked
by human eyes, data is now analyzed by image processing technology and
can be recognized as patterns relatively easily.We believe that a mechanism
and an environment to phenomenally enhance the speed to understand and
improve those parts that were not visible before will be the first step to an
approach to next generation manufacturing.
Nevertheless, product characteristics and manufacturing types have to be
fully considered to collect manufacturing data and to effectively use such
data.For example, optimization of production proceeding and lot
management is an important element in build-to-order manufacturing of large
product such as turbine.At the process system production line of the super
mass production type such as the semiconductor, it is necessary to investigate
factors that cause defects and malfunctions from various angles.

Next Generation Manufacturing Meeting
Specific Characters Promoted by High-Level
“Connoisseurship” Gained at Worksites
One of the strengths of Toshiba Corporate Manufacturing Engineering
Center in meetin g th e cha lle n g e s th a t fa c e n e x t g e n e ra tio n
m an u f actu r in g is its “connoisseurship” skills to discern whether ICT

Ikuo Mori
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can be utilized effectively in accordance with manufacturing
characteristics.Know-how gained at various products and production
worksites could be applied for the other cases by decomposing whole
production process to fine granularity. For example, mass product’s
production management know-how could be applied to repetitive
processes of design-to-order products.
The utilization of ICT is indispensable to feedforward and feedback
control for optimizing dynamically the conditions that are found in and
between the processes of semiconductor device manufacturing.For this
purpose, high level know-how and versatile knowledge have been
accumulated to infer a fluctuation mechanism for quality and efficiency.
The accuracy and efficiency of this mechanism have been enhanced
through big-data analysis and simulation technology.In the future, this
technical and experiential potential will be utilized to a maximum and
the production engineering technology will be spread to the upstream
and downstream of product lifecycles such as the optimal
planning-design-production process. This will be accomplished by
taking design, manufacture, component and material procurement into
consideration of stable production, and transportation cost after the
shipment.
Some of the major hurdles to overcome will be how next generation
manufacturing should be realized and how worksite data can be used for
improvement.Toshiba Corporate Manufacturing Engineering Center will
further refine its connoisseurship skills and high technology gained at
many worksites to overcome such hurdles.In close collaboration with
Industrial ICT Solutions Company, our center will contribute to achieve
next generation manufacturing featuring a high affinity at worksites,
and to create a new value from manufacturing view point.
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